Breathing Room

DECwest is located in the great Northwest, where you'll find plenty of room to stretch out and grow.

At DECwest, you'll also find plenty of professional space. It's the ideal environment for the professional obsessed with creating the most astounding technical marvels possible. And, if you're the type of person we're looking for, that's exactly what you'll do.

We're Digital's Western Engineering Group, and we're currently developing a system that will change the way computers are used, not just 5 years out, but a decade from now. We have the kind of atmosphere that makes a project like this possible. It's an atmosphere of technical creativity and individual initiative. As a result, we're looking beyond the obvious and the accepted. We're seeing things no one else in high tech is seeing.

To find out more, read on. If you have the expertise we're looking for, send us your resume. Then take a nice deep breath.

SCAN/ATPG SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

In this position you'll work as part of a CAD development team to support a SCAN-based design. Assist the design team and the manufacturing group with the implementation of SCAN-based tests and SCAN-based fault isolation.

Ideally, you'll have experience in the following:

- SCAN and structured design techniques
- Logic simulators, fault graders and timing analyzers (VALID/SCALD analyzer, LASER v6.x, and LASER ATPG preferred)
- Module functional test and test program development

Excellent communication skills and ability to work with various groups as a team member essential. A B.S. in Math, Electrical Engineering, Computer Science or equivalent, and 5 years of experience developing CAD tools and/or supporting test program development is required.

If you're hired at DECwest, you'll be welcomed into an entrepreneurial environment with the commitment, financial backing and resources that only Digital Equipment Corporation can provide.

If qualified, please send your resume to: L. Taylor, Manager, Department 0601-7695, DECwest Engineering Group, Digital Equipment Corporation, 14475 NE 24th, Bellevue, WA 98007.

We are an affirmative action employer.